
A TRAVELING IN MY CREATIVE AND PERSONAL UNIVERSE 
THROUGH FABRICS, WALLPAPERS AND ACCESSORIES





Throughout her entire life, 
Sonia has constantly nourished two twin passions: 

graphic design and decorative arts. 
For the last 20 years, some of the largest Parisian branding agencies 

have harnessed Sonia’s imagination for creating, rebranding and rejuvenating 
the visual identities of some of the most iconic brands.

Nevertheless, where we meet Sonia’s artistic potential at its fullest splendor 
is at 3 rue Serret, Crécy-la-Chapelle. 

Her workshop is a temple of fabrics, tissues, papers, metals, wood. It’s a place 
where regular materials are endowed with soul, where tangible matter starts 

vibrating at the highest end of the emotions’ spectrum.

Intimate and universal at the same time, her world is an invitation to a journey 
inspired by the Silk Road. A journey towards the unknown inner territories.

While searching for the perfect harmony and vibration, 
Sonia remains modest and subtle. 

And this is exactly what builds the connection between the artist, 
her creations and her spectators, enabling them to resonate together 

through the act of creation.



A bubble of serenity
IKAT creates an atmosphere which makes you feel as if you were in a garden of stars, 
draped with purples harmonies like an oriental night. It’s a taut thread that takes you 
lightly between a world of dreams and reality.

IKAT Pattern



Harmony in Violet 
This sensual electric color makes your interior vibrate. Neither hot nor cold
(composed of red and blue), its mysterious aura exhales the ultimate color of the rainbow ...
It’s a subtle mix of warm yet sparkling sweetness. A true revealer of colors,
violet brings daring and refinement to the decoration by magnifying the design and sublimating fabrics.



A gift of calm & inner harmony
Joan Miró placed a stain of blue paint on a board and wrote:
«This is the color of my dreams.» INDI, deep blue: an infinity without waves, or only 
those that help you hear the sea.

INDI Pattern 



In the abyss 
The midnight blue evokes the starry sky, the depth of oceans, distant horizons. Symbol of freshness and purity,
it inspires inner calm, imagination and dreams.





Inspiration
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